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Songwriters: Smith, James Todd / Paisley, Brad / Miller, Lee Thomas 
 
To the man that waited on me at the Starbucks down on Main, I hope you understand 
When I put on that t-shirt, the only thing I meant to say is I'm a Skynyrd fan 
The red flag on my chest somehow is like the elephant in the corner of the south 
And I just walked him right in the room 
Just a proud rebel son with an 'ol can of worms 
Lookin' like I got a lot to learn but from my point of view 
 
I'm just a white man comin' to you from the southland 
Tryin' to understand what it's like not to be 
I'm proud of where I'm from but not everything we've done 
And it ain't like you and me can re-write history 
Our generation didn't start this nation 
We're still pickin' up the pieces, walkin' on eggshells, fightin' over yesterday 
And caught between southern pride and southern blame 
 
They called it Reconstruction, fixed the buildings, dried some tears 
We're still siftin' through the rubble after a hundred-fifty years 
I try to put myself in your shoes and that's a good place to begin 
But it ain't like I can walk a mile in someone else's skin 
 
'Cause I'm a white man livin' in the southland 
Just like you I'm more than what you see 
I'm proud of where I'm from but not everything we've done 
And it ain't like you and me can re-write history 
Our generation didn't start this nation 
And we're still paying for the mistakes 
That a bunch of folks made long before we came 
And caught between southern pride and southern blame 
 
Dear Mr. White Man, I wish you understood 
What the world is really like when you're livin' in the hood 
Just because my pants are saggin' doesn't mean I'm up to no good 
You should try to get to know me, I really wish you would 
Now my chains are gold but I'm still misunderstood 
I wasn't there when Sherman's March turned the south into firewood 
I want you to get paid but be a slave I never could 
Feel like a new fangled Django, dodgin' invisible white hoods 
So when I see that white cowboy hat, I'm thinkin' it's not all good 
I guess we're both guilty of judgin' the cover not the book 
I'd love to buy you a beer, conversate and clear the air 
But I see that red flag and I think you wish I wasn't here 



 
I'm just a white man 
(If you don't judge my do-rag) 
Comin' to you from the southland 
(I won't judge your red flag) 
Tryin' to understand what it's like not to be 
I'm proud of where I'm from 
(If you don't judge my gold chains) 
But not everything we've done 
(I'll forget the iron chains) 
It ain't like you and me can re-write history 
(Can't re-write history baby) 
 
Oh, Dixieland 
(The relationship between the Mason-Dixon needs some fixin') 
I hope you understand what this is all about 
(Quite frankly I'm a black Yankee but I've been thinkin' about this lately) 
I'm a son of the new south 
(The past is the past, you feel me) 
And I just want to make things right 
(Let bygones be bygones) 
Where all that's left is southern pride 
(RIP Robert E. Lee but I've gotta thank Abraham Lincoln for freeing me, know what I mean) 
It's real, it's real 
It's truth 
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Brad Paisley has released a new song and it is a controversial one, to say the least. 



Called "Accidental Racist," the song has Paisley wearing a shirt adorned with the 
Confederate flag and claiming that he is "caught between Southern pride and Southern 
blame." 
"I’m just a white man comin’ to you from the Southland / Tryin’ to understand what it’s like 
not to be / I’m proud of where I’m from but not everything we’ve done / And it ain’t like you 
and me can rewrite history," Paisley sings. "Our generation didn’t start this nation / We’re 
still pickin’ up the pieces, walkin’ on eggshells, fightin’ over yesterday." 
"Accidental Racist," which features a verse from LL Cool J, goes on to address 
Reconstruction and attempts to relate as Paisley croons, "I try to put myself in your shoes 
and that’s a good place to begin / But it ain’t like I can walk a mile in someone else’s skin." 
LL Cool J joins the song to rap, "Dear Mr. White Man, I wish you understood / What the 
world is really like when you’re livin’ in the hood / Just because my pants are saggin’ doesn’t 
mean I’m up to no good / You should try to get to know me, I really wish you would / Now 
my chains are gold but I’m still misunderstood." 

The song has sparked a strong reaction from listeners, many of whom were shocked by the 
lyrics. Listen to the song above, and click through below to read some listeners' reactions to 
"Accidental Racist." 

 
 
Brad Paisley, LL Cool J's 'Accidental Racist' 
Song Raises Eyebrows 
Attempt to mesh country, rap goes awry 
http://www.rollingstone.com/music/videos/brad-‐paisley-‐ll-‐cool-‐js-‐accidental-‐racist-‐song-‐raises-‐
eyebrows-‐20130408#ixzz2Q1dFRE9q 
 
 
Read more: http://www.rollingstone.com/music/videos/brad-paisley-ll-cool-js-accidental-racist-song-raises-
eyebrows-20130408#ixzz2Q1drmsFu  
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Brad Paisley's questionable new country-rap song with LL Cool J is raising eyebrows. In 

Paisley's "Accidental Racist," the country singer tries to explain his affinity for Confederate 



flag apparel to a black man, claiming he's no racist and he wants to put America's brutal 

past behind him. 

Brad Paisley Debuts New Song on 'Kimmel' 
"Cause I'm a white man livin' in the Southland/ Just like you I'm more than what you see," 

sings Paisley, lamenting he's "caught between Southern pride and Southern blame." LL Cool 

J responds with a guest verse, giving his perspective. "Just because my pants are saggin' 

doesn't mean I'm up to no good/You should try to get to know me, I really wish you would," 

he raps. "Now my chains are gold but I'm still misunderstood." 

Paisley insists that his heart is in the right place. "This isn't a stunt. This isn't something that 

I just came up with just to be sort of shocking or anything like that," he told Entertainment 
Weekly today. "I knew it would be, but I'm sort of doing it in spite of that, really." 

He added of his collaborator LL Cool J, "You know, it's such a complicated issue — I'm 

reading up on it now, [since] I felt I needed to be well-armed for any discussion – and here 

he is in a Yankees cap, and you think to yourself, 'Well, here is the antithesis of what was the 

problem.'" 

"Accidental Racist" appears on Paisley new album, Wheelhouse, out tomorrow. 
RELATED 
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Musician Brad Paisley performs onstage during the 48th Annual Academy Of Country Music Awards - ACM Fan Jam 

After Party at Orleans Arena on April 7, 2013 in Las Vegas, Nevada. 

  

To the man that waited on me at the Starbucks down on Main, I hope you understand 

When I put on that t-shirt, the only thing I meant to say is I’m a Skynyrd fan. 

That’s how country singer Brad Paisley begins his new song “Accidental Racist,” an earnest tune 

Paisley ostensibly wrote as a means of helping to heal the nation’s continuing racial tensions. But 

with lyrics that appear to gloss over the South’s painful legacy of racism and slavery — although 

they’re probably sung with the best of intentions — the track is raising plenty of eyebrows. 

“Accidental Racist” appears on Paisley’s ninth studio albumWheelhouse, which debuts today; the 

video appears to have been pulled from the Internet, however. You can read the lyrics here. 

Paisley maintains that his heart is in the right place. “This isn’t a stunt. This isn’t something that I 

just came up with just to be sort of shocking or anything like that,” he told Entertainment Weekly. “I 

knew it would be, but I’m sort of doing it in spite of that, really.” 

The chorus of “Accidental Racist” reads: 



I’m just a white man comin’ to you from the south land tryin’ to understand what it’s like not to be. 

I’m proud of where I’m from but not everything we’ve done. It ain’t like you and me can rewrite history. 

Our generation didn’t start this nation. We’re still pickin’ up the pieces, walkin’ on eggshells, fightin’ over 

yesterday. 

Caught between southern pride and southern blame. 

The song features a guest appearance by LL Cool J, shown in the video wearing a New York Yankees 

cap, whose verses includes the lyrics, “If you don’t judge my do-rag/I won’t judge your red flag.” and 

“If you don’t judge my gold chains/I’ll forget the iron chains.” 

“This is a very sensitive subject, and we’re trying to have the discussion in a way that it can 

help,” Paisley told Entertainment Weekly. “I just think art has a responsibility to lead the way, and I 

don’t know the answers, but I feel like asking the question is the first step, and we’re asking the 

question in a big way. How do I show my Southern pride? What is offensive to you?” 

Unfortunately for Paisley, the Internet’s answer to that second question appears to be, “this song.” 

The Huffington Post said “Accidental Racist” ”will probably make you cringe.” The Atlantic 

Wire opined that ”There is no way Paisley was actually unaware that wearing the Confederate flag is 

a symbol of racism. He just does not believe it should be.” Commenters at Rap Genius, a website 

devoted to transcribing and interpreting rap lyrics, have done a fairly hilarious job annotating Paisley 

and LL’s lyrics. And Gawker, meanwhile, simply called the track a “horrible song.” 

Paisley, for his part, is sticking to his guns. “I wouldn’t change a thing,” he tweeted. 

To the man that waited on me at the Starbucks down on Main, I hope you understand 

When I put on that t-shirt, the only thing I meant to say is I’m a Skynyrd fan. 

That’s how country singer Brad Paisley begins his new song “Accidental Racist,” an earnest tune 
Paisley ostensibly wrote as a means of helping to heal the nation’s continuing racial tensions. But 
with lyrics that appear to gloss over the South’s painful legacy of racism and slavery — although 
they’re probably sung with the best of intentions — the track is raising plenty of eyebrows. 
“Accidental Racist” appears on Paisley’s ninth studio album Wheelhouse, which debuts today; 
the video appears to have been pulled from the Internet, however. You can read the lyrics here. 

Paisley maintains that his heart is in the right place. “This isn’t a stunt. This isn’t something that 
I just came up with just to be sort of shocking or anything like that,” he told Entertainment 
Weekly. “I knew it would be, but I’m sort of doing it in spite of that, really.” 



 
 
Read more: http://newsfeed.time.com/2013/04/09/is-accidental-racist-accidentally-
racist-brad-paisley-and-ll-cool-js-track-makes-waves/#ixzz2Q1gd0gyR 
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Do you think racists are all the same? You are wrong. Country star Brad Paisley announced to the 
world on Monday that he is an "Accidental Racist" in a song that has earned lots of criticism. Before 
we unpack how one can be accidental about their racism (and why that doesn't exucse the 
racism), perhaps, in a way, he's onto something. While racism is pretty much just racism there are so 
many different species of racists. 



Accidental Racist. This is what Paisley claims to be. As the word 
accidental suggests, being a racist just sort of happened to him. The Accidental Racist is someone 
who doesn't think they're racist, understands why others might call them racist, but resents being 
called racists. That's what happened to Paisley, according to his song, when a Starbucks employee 
took his Confederate flag T-shirt as a sign of support for white supremacy. Paisley thinks this is 
unfair because he doesn't think the flag, which once was the banner of a generation who rebelled 
against the abolition of slavery and then for another generation who rebelled against civil rights for 
black people (Georgia, for example, put the Confederate flag on its state flag in 1956), symbolizes 
racism. Through his protestations at the injustice of being labeled a racist, the Accidental Racist 
acknowledges that racism exists (or at least existed) and that it is (or was) a bad thing, but by 
claiming to be the victim, he also suggests that the real problem is all the people (black people, 
especially) who won't just let it go. (Also, Paisley can't really claim "I'm just a white man comin' to 
you from the Southland," as he says in the song, because he's from West Virginia, which is not the 
South.) There's also something vaguely deceptive about the Accidental Racist. There is no way 
Paisley was actually unaware that wearing the Confederate flag is a symbol of racism. He just does 
not believe it should be. A real accidental racist might be the Nathan Zuckerman character in Philip 
Roth's The Human Stain, in which the professor asks whether one of his students who's never 
attended his class is a "spook," not knowing the student is black. 



Casual Racist. What makes this kind of racist unique is 
that he or she doesn't do a nervous head turn to make sure no minorities are around before saying a 
racist thing. The Casual Racist thinks his or her racist comment is just a statement of practical fact. 
The tone of condescension  — this form of racist is most associated with the caricatures of rich 
people — usually indicates that being racist is a good idea to protect oneself. A stand-out specimen 
is Arrested Development's Lucille Bluth, who in one episode says to a Spanish-speaking mover, "And 
that goes into storage right? Not into your apartment." Or like when then-Vice President George 
H.W. Bush referred to his Mexican-American grandchildren was "the little brown ones." 

Hipster Racist. Like the Accidental Racist, the 
Hipster Racist knows racism is wrong, but thinks that if it's wrapped up in enough layers of irony it 
can be turned into a cool inside joke. Last year, for example, when people noticed Girls had no real 
characters who weren't white, Girls writer Lesley Arfin tweeted about the well-received Gabourey 
Sidibe movie, "What really bothered me most about Precious was that there was no representation of 
ME." Excavations of her writings showed other racist jokes, like an article section about defecating 
that began with, "That Which Shall Not Be Named: You know, 'dropping off the kids' or 'taking 
Obama to the White House.'" At Vice, Benjamin Leo defended Arfin, saying, "It’s 2012 and Obama’s 
in the White House: the McCarthyism 2.0 witch-hunting mob has been disarmed!" He was right that 
the country has changed, he was wrong that there's enough irony in the world to make racist jokes 
OK. 



Unreconstructed Racist. This may be the 
nearest relation to the Hipster Racist in that these people choose to be racist, are aware that other 
people find that racism unacceptable, but, and here is the main identifying characteristic, still 
believes in some of the oldest forms of racism, usually as hallowed traditions. As the name suggests, 
the Unreconstructed Racist is someone who has not changed with the times -- think Archie Bunker, 
Ellen Barkin's character in The New Normal, some older relatives in white families. Last year, in a 
sign of belated but admirable progress, graduates of the St. Martinville, La., Senior High School 
Class of 1973 decided that for the first time in 40 years, they would not hold a segregated class 
reunion. Unfortunately, some thought that was too much change and a "white graduates only" get 
together was held after the high school's Homecoming Game. 

Unfortunate Racist. Like the Accidental Racist, these 
racists did not set out to be racist, and are pretty sure they are not truly racist, but somehow found 
themselves being racist anyway. The most typical example of this species are politicians who say 
something racist and then find it unfortunate when they realize it could kill their careers. Unfortunate 
Racists include former Virginia Sen. George Allen, who called an Indian-American "Macaca" in 
2006. Allen responded to the resulting criticism by saying, "I do apologize if he's offended by 
that." There's also Alaska Rep. Don Young, who last month said his dad hired "50 or 60 wetbacks" to 
pick tomatoes in the olden days. Young apologized, saying, "I know that this term is not used in the 
same way nowadays, and I meant no disrespect... There was no malice in my heart or intent to 
offend; it was a poor choice of words." There's Hawaii state Rep. Faye Hanohano, who in February 
protested a lack of funding for Native Hawaiian artists by saying she didn't want art made 



by "Haoles, Japs, or Pakes." That means Caucasians, Japanese, or Chinese. She apologized, saying, 
"I'd like to express my sincere apology to any individuals or groups who may have been offended by 
my comments." While the Unfortunate Racist's apology may be motivated by self-preservation, 
unlike the Accidental, Unreconstructed, and Hipster Racists, he or she takes no pride in racism.  

Want to add to this story? Let us know in comments or send an email to the author 
atereeve@theatlantic.com. You can share ideas for stories on the Open Wire. 

 

 

 
 
	  


